CITY PARTNERSHIPS
FOR AN INCLUSIVE
ECONOMY
LESSONS IN SUSTAINING
SOLIDARITY

FISHBOWL: STORIES OF CITY PARTNERSHIPS
... AND HOW TO SUSTAIN THEM

AGREEMENTS AND FRAMING

Participant assessment - current
state of economic partnerships:

Four ways of talking and listening

entry point? what happens
crisis,
post the crisis?
pandemic,
funding, supply
political
chain, fatigue?
influence
skills for internal
organising,
internal cohesion,
institutional,
structural and
ideological biases

individuals,
activitists, how
support and care
for each other,
around 170 CANs,
thousands of
individuals

e.g. Strollers building, 8/9
years trying to allow use
as a homeless shelter,
procurement process
caused delays, when
COVID hit it could open,
enabled by-passed red
tape and wastage, helped
by the urgency

2 years of trying,
pandemic
disaster
management, all
come together

self-organising,
decentralised

partnerships across class
and race, but also within
communities, that would not
necessarily have happened
before, real community
participation, filled that
vacancy, should be
facilitated by local govt.
redefine "politics of doing"
in this context

organising, food
security, caring
for each other in
"a city of
islands"
e.g. Dept of Health for safe
self-isolation, beyond
hospital care community
care centres - health, food,
social needs, evolving
partnership with CANs, that
conversation wouldn't
normally happen

facilitate the flow
of knowledge to
improve service
delivery, igniting
the ecosystem

relationship
to the city's
innovation
strategy

the city as a
platform to test
solution - acccess
for entrepreneurs,
has helped with
accessing finance
and scaling

"Believe in the
creative
power of
Tshwane
citizens"

importance of being
easy to implement,
reach people on the
street - electricity,
transport, revenue
collection and waste

Political coordination different political parties
- working together and
giving joint press
conferences,
communication is
helping deal with issues
in each territory

Economic recovery for
vulnerable communities use of resources to
energise, renewed value
chains, increased demand
for sustainable products
and services, beyond
economic value, strategy
for income recovery

journey, regular
engagement,
accommodating
each other,
learning

not easy,
have to write
the rules as
we go

we have
enough
problems to
solve

Partnership in development
of the strategy? Challenges
in encouraging business to
invest in popular
neighbourhoods. Lot of work
to sensitise companies,
promote a different mindset,
not just social investment,
but productive integration

Dealing with market
barriers, training,
access to formal
employment,
overcoming
instability of income,
financing

blue ocean
thinking

overcoming
red tape for
decisionmaking

"move at the speed
of trust", relational,
informal networks,
across institutional
boundaries

OPENING AND WELCOME

brilliant ideas,
few of them
flow into
solutions

Objectives income recovery
for taxi drivers,
help get people
safely back to
work during
reopening

Lockdown has
surfaced key
economic and
social issues

Public transport innovation - taxi
and rideshare, discussion with
the unions to develop a new
business model, For the last 4
years public transport has been
receiving funding but Is in
financial crisis, due to a change
in competition. Trying to
integrate taxi drivers in the
corridor from neighbourhoods to
integration terminal

OBJECTIVES
Real partnership
- innovation,
knowledge
management
and continuous

To learn about and from inspiring
examples of solidarity in cities in
South Africa and globally.
To create a safe space for frank
conversation and discussion on
what it will take to create and / or
sustain trust amongst government,
civil society, academia and
business.
To think about how to build on
these ideas and foundations
through meaningful partnerships.

JOURNALING

Linda: The thing to do is
Isaiah: It goes both ways; both
start building relationships
government and civil society; in different departments; BE
partnership approaches vs
PRESENT; work with the
tender processes; what do you
municipality; work the
want out of the partnerships?;
relationships
continuously;
Partners need to be clear;
grow and develop with the
internally to the municipality people that come in within
you need to have a team that
the municipality that can
assists the partners
assist in your projects

Bernie: It's all about
relationships; trust and
trust building is key; help
to build the bridge and
then walk away gently;
intermediary with no
hidden agenda; we have
all the resources

Leanne: It is not a
linear process, trust
building requires a
lot of work

AGENDA

Virtual Fishbowl
Journaling
Thank You and Closure

Having listened to these
solidarity stories - as you
look forward, what's
emerging for you about
how we sustain
partnerships for
economic recovery?

Building
bridges
that
transform

Trust and
Relationship
building

Participant assessment: Sustaining solidarity
for inclusive growth

To understand the role of
partnerships in delivering city
mandates and creating
competitive cities.

Agreements and Framing

How to plan for a
new normality,
recovery, in
parallel with the
health crisis?
Focus of economic recovery plan:
textile, retail, construction,
procurement, regulation to open
small businesses, register of workers,
labour market intermediaries,
investment in food security needs to
benefit businesses in popular
neighbourhoods (spend, support to
formalise and online payment),
blended funding, social productive
districts, joint investment with cities
for common production spaces

Not just an
initiative that
started a few
months ago
Recognition that
cannot solve
multidimensional
issues with a
single actor

The mayor and
provincial head come
together with multistakeholders, meet
every Friday, enable
rapid response to
disruptive events

Building on the
structure of
neighbourhood
roundtables for
alternative city
futures

EMERGING THEMES IN THE DISCUSSION

To understand points of entry to
start to partner with cities.

Opening and Welcome

Homelessness and
shanty towns - 1/10th
of population being
hardest hit by
COVID and
economic impact

Positive aspects helping
with coordination and
organising - working with
social organisations, faithbased organisations,
political organisations and
social movements, working
together - helping to build
human resources

keeping a long history of
solidarity, community
participation, business
involvement, 30 years
ago, when had to deal
with being one of the
most violent cities in the
world

How has been sustained?
Take opportunities brought
by a crisis, adapting a
principle that applies for
everyone - cannot solve a
structural issue by yourself,
creative solutions, strength
of each stakeholder to
deploy implementation
solution

Leanne: There is no ‘one size fits all’ and
every neighbourhood is different, and
best placed to lead the response. So, for
example - I also work for Emergency
Medical Services, part of the Western
Cape Department of Health which allows
me to find ways to support Community
Care Centres. Lastly, there is a long
standing relationship between the
Western Cape Department of Health and
a Health Policy and Systems, a university
collaboration (which I am a part of).
There is a 10 year long existing
relationship to build on with the DoH.

Washington: Frank,
open and transparent
dialogue is difficult
under these
circumstances but
necessary

Soobs: There's
partners and
friends and a
pandemic

Leanne: Totally
agree with Soobs needs activist inside and out and trust building,
and nurturing
relationships.

Washington: In Teresina, there
are challenges about
partnerships, economics and
equality stress is so big that it
forces municipalities to be
more open and friendly with
communities which is difficult
in the current conditions
(infrastructural, political,
economic challenges)

Andrew: An important
factor is to get the right
people in the room - a
partnering attitude;
being able to hear the
other; play a more
flexible, adaptive role

Linda: Very much agree
with the champions
situation. You are able to
achieve a whole lot with
certain people but next to
nothing or even worse go
backwards with others.
Relationship is key!

Ayanda: I agree, building those relationships require
time, effort and preparedness to be moved understanding "the motives for the other parties to
act". For instance, the City of Tshwane started with
the creation of the research and innovation
department, in a way the city opening itself up to
new forms of partnerships. That in a sense involves
giving up some of its control and allowing the nature
of the new relationships to evolve and co-shaped by
all stakeholders. This may have been started by
one person that introduced a different way of
thinking into the city and that has led to growth in
different dimensions, creating different possibilities
for the city. In ecosystem language, such a
champion is referred to as a keystone species - that
in influential, able to reach across boundaries, and
are able to make things happen.

Santiago: Bridge does
not only connect
disconnected parts,
but introduce
transformations

Soobs: Network; Urban
futures centre, ACC;
certain NGOs can be
useful; with government,
a transformative space
can be created; gov can
help with those
connections.

Bernie: I think that
intermediaries can
help to get the
different materials for
the bridge to be built
and then to step aside
once they have done
their work

Andrew: what is the work of
the bridge - its important to
look at the character of 2
different environments,
grass roots vs authorising
environment; in the public
sector, accountability is
upward to the hierarchical
authorising environment
rather than to the people

Andrew: There is a role
for specific mediators;
collaborative
intermediary
organisations, they sit in
between and it is about
more than facilitation

Bernie: Everybody
has something to
contribute; people
on the ground are
resilient and they
make things happen

Santiago: A bridge also
represents a
transformation that can
happen across
partnerships; it is not just
about finding common
ground, it is about how
each partner can
transform

Andrew: we don’t always need
intermediaries. Change can come
from leaders within. But complex
societal issues, where there is a
great deal of contestation, and
which require multiple institutions
and organisations to work together
to find solutions, can benefit from
working via intermediaries. @ Soobs
- yes, intermediaries are necessary
within institutions, not just between.

Leanne: Some great
work on ‘enablers’ from
the collaborative
governance literature
that also helps to
understand this
Rupert…

Leadership,
activism
and
learning

Navigating
insitutions

Leanne: Working with the
Axolile: from a
municipality is like
community based
working with a ship;
perspective, we do not
there's a lot of work and
see decision makers
time to move a ship but
and
officials
that
are
once its moving, it takes
small efforts to move the involved in the actual
work of participatory
rudder and make big
spaces
changes
Soobs: In municipalities,
Soobs: In Etk , we looking
there are people that do
at a special purpose vehicle
this role internally and there
and we also have a task
are people that do it
team for the homeless, and
externally; political clout;
a political committee - like
funds; supportive
any other function, apart
legislation; CSF process
from NGOs, FBOs and
that could happen quickly;
Business, there is have
external supporters like
access to a University ACC and the pandemic
'Lab"
Soobs: we need to introduce
new people, skills,
programmes into govt, and
this should be covered as
new norm of performance,
imagine next AG report institutions are also a
reflection of their styles of
leadership. and certain
positions are key.

Bernie: Nelson Mandela
Municipality right now
doesn't think it needs
anyone - and now the
entire mayoral council is
off in self-isolation for 14
days

Nishandra: if individual
leadership is what enables
institutions to think and act
beyond mandates, and individual
‘agents of collaboration’ or
activists play a critical role in
bridge-building, how de we
sustain it in the public service
and how might we initiate it in
institutions that seem dormant
and defensive?

Linda: we have had a lot of that (not our
mandate) in the past - especially with the
previous administration, with a lot of
dialog and with us having a task team we
have forced the mandate essentially, and
with that this next financial year the city
has allocated budget to it within a specific
department. Getting province and DSD on
board is an ongoing challenge, they have
come to the party over COVID, possibly as
the City has achieved what they should
have done and we hope we can sustain
the relationships afterwards.

Isaiah:
Getting
buy-in
Leanne: The city only
from political heads
works for some
for their approved
people (Cape Town);
strategy; KPIs and
a consequence of all
measures are
spheres of
different for
government failing to
academia, private and
come together
public sector
Blanche Majosi City of
Rehana: What’s the
Joburg, would be
differentiator between interesting to know the
govt depts that get it
type of institutional
structures are used to
and those who
formalize the
stubbornly refuse to
mentioned
build partnerships?
partnerships?
Leanne: we need to
introduce new people, skills,
programmes into govt, and
this should be covered as
new norm of performance,
imagine next AG report institutions are also a
reflection of their styles of
leadership. and certain
positions are key.

Soobs: a question about govt
and compliance and stds and
accountability and risks, how
to balance this? Example if a
marquee collapsed, and
homeless persons injured...
govt is expected to have no
risk, yet from what it does not
do or slow to do, this is a huge
risk..

Leanne: Absolutely! Individual
leadership is important, but it’s not
enough. We talk about the
importance of ‘distributed
leadership’ or ‘post-heroic’
leadership across the system.
Right now, we are learning that we
should not let red tape get in the
way of a good idea… so, there are
ways in which the system can
unlock possibility that needs to
continue beyond Covid..

Andrew: For Soobs and
Linda- Some questions:
how did you overcome
the municipal ‘not in our
mandate’ response? And
how did you get Provincial
DSD involved?

Soobs: For awhile we were
agitating for budgets, we were
/are doing things but at a limited
scale. We had agreement to use
USDG for covid. we also spent a
lot which was not actual value
received suppliers were
expensive, overtime. We a
deputy mayor and deputy city
manager from the prov ( so it
helped, but it was not easy or
quick!),

THANK YOU AND CLOSURE

Soobs: a question about govt
and compliance and stds and
accountability and risks, how
to balance this ? in
partnerships, example if a
marquee collapsed, and
homeless persons injured...
govt is expected to have no
risk, yet from what it does not
do or slow to do, this is a huge
risk..

Soobs: yes, that makes
sense ... but also nothing
stops officials with
councillors to be more
engaged with citizens need the discussion on
how politicians and
administrators and
professionals interface
and citizens

Nishendra:
Ensuring stronger
relationships; the
long route of
accountability vs
the short route of
accountability
Bernie: It's important to
learn from what currently
works but we need to
learn from all the
failures; we're throwing
resources into problems
we could have learnt 4/5
years ago
Andrew: Transversal
leadership means a)
starting with the system
and not with your
departmental mandate
b) being able to work
across sectors/ silos to
address multi-faceted
challenges

Nishendra: How
Andrew: How do
do we sustain this
we use the
in organisations
feedback loops of
that are finding it
learning and
harder/slower to
growing as we go
move?

Rehana:
So
Officials need to be
change of
more present to
assist communities, systems is fairly
rather than
dependent on
communities only
individual
seeing politicians
leadership?
Andrew: If the Head of
Department fixates on
her/ his role as
Accounting Officer, and
neglects their
transversal leadership
role, then partnerships
don’t happen
Andrew: one of the reasons
we set up the South African
Cities Network in 2002 was to
create a non-competitive city
learning network. This was
based on the realisation that
while cities need to be
‘competitive’ in terms of their
performance, they don’t need
to be ‘in competition’ with
each.

Soobs: Need activists inside and outside (govtentry points) and certain
types... not all activism
works , also like business
and when CSP comes ...
supporting this, watch
how things could
change

Andrew: In my
experience, yes, public
sector’ leaders with
‘command and control’
attitudes find it very
difficult to partner with
other sectors.

Moving
from talk
to ACTION

Nishendra:
Leadership
doesn't have to
happen from
the top
Nishendra:
Thinking beyond
mandates is a
critical factor; an
activist orientation;
leaderships and
institutions
Andrew: Western Cape
Government’s Department of
Health has a track record of
leading previous whole-of-society
efforts on behalf of government,
in places like Saldanha,
Drakenstein, Khayelitsha and
Manenberg. They are less hung
up on formal departmental
mandates, because they ‘see’
systems that need to be changed.

Bernie: Feels sometimes that
cities compete with each other if something works and works
well why are we not creating
spaces for peer learning and
sharing and in that way we can
scale up and also save masses
of resources on things that do
not work. So not just learning
from what works but to learn
from what failed and why

Andrew: Taking
action rather than
long debates; a crisis
requires action; trying
to formalise the
perfect plan; step into
action and lean as
you go

Andrew: Mobilising
Bernie: Who are environment is to
the bottle necks
the people, you
have to build
and what are
partnership
in
they holding up?
action

Choices in tactics:
The power of
staying away vs.
the power of
coming to the table

Soobs: During the COVID19, You just had to go and
do something; in the
current context, it works.
Somewhere along the line,
when things come from
National government,
there's room to support
different economies

There's different ways
to deal with
bottlenecks; its not
easy to enter into
partnerships with local
government; there is
often a lack of
willingness to partner

Nishendra: @Axolile & Leanne: Cape Town
Together and the CANs have been a
powerful example of horizontal community
partnering responsive to needs, independent
of government. Why is it that some
government departments (e.g. Provincial
health) eventually recognised the importance
of this development and opportunity and why
have others particularly in local government,
which should be closer to this development,
seemingly not taken up the opportunity to
engage or collaborate? What might account
for the different dispositions in these
institutions in their willingness to engage and
collaborate?

Leanne: NGO's and
partners outside
government can also be
disconnected and have
siloed ways of working.
CANs was very explicitly
not an organisation but
rather a network that is
self-organising

Soobs:
Government is not
the only actor; a lot
happens despite
government

Leanne: Hey Nishendra - such good
questions! I think the main reason is that
people are taking action together, not
waiting for permission from any
government department. Many CANs
are collaborating with a range of
institutions - but it’s the power of
collective action across institutions that
has been powerful. On the whole, we
have seen red tape when it comes to
government departments, but there are
many public servants who are part of
their local CANs and are supporting
change from that position.

Bernie: We reacted
quickly to COVID-19;
How do we respond to
GBV in the same way?
why can't we act like
we're always in crisis
because now suddenly,
we're talking to each
other

Bernie: We keep them
champions and every
community where we have
had success has a
champion who is prepared
to take risks and step up to
agitate and make things
happen - I often think there
is a lack of courage.

How do we sustain
partnerships; the
COVID crisis has
kickstarted and
fast tracked many
partnerships

Collaborative
Government
leadership and
cannot solve
champions
challenges alone,
the challenges
within
institutions and are too big and
complex
sectors
There is a shared
sense of
urgency/crisis/threat
and it has
galvanised the
necessary support

Communities selforganising,localised
action that can be
harnessed,
recognition that
everyone has
something to offer
and contribute

Transversality;
through social,
environmental
lenses; share the
responsibility with
other sectors

Partnering
attitude

Structures and
institutional mechanisms
to enable sustaining teams, communication
channels open, new
spaces for conversation,
intermediaries

Trust and trust building;
sensitisation of public
and private sector and
building bridges;
partnerships are
created in informal
networks; relationships
are not once-off

The COVID situation
has brought out the
best in all of us; we
have broken rank; we
are in a globalised
environment and the
solutions show this

A new skills set is
needed relational, adaptive
- citie need to
recruit and build
these skills

